
The Packing of 200’ Preconnects On 2008 KME Apparatus

With the arrival of the 2008 KME Pumper apparatus, several changes were made 
to meet the current standard of NFPA 1901. One of the changes in the standard 
requires hose storage areas be equipped with a positive means to prevent 
unintentional deployment.  In the past hose was loaded with nothing to keep it 
on the apparatus. We have also experienced a handful of incidents where hose 
lines came o! the apparatus and caused damage or injuries.  Engine companies 
are now equipped with special tarps covering hose compartments. 

Unfortunately with this changeover, preconnects no longer can be loaded in the 
fashion in which we’ve become so accustomed. The goal of rapid-deployment 
can still be accomplished, but the hose needs to be packed in a di!erent way.  
The load is still the minuteman load, just modi"ed to "t the compartment

Step 1: pivot the chiksan swivel away from the side you want the line to deploy. 

                        Training

Chiksan Swivel



With the nozzle lying in the 
bed, the nozzle coupling 
should be close to the swivel 
point. The first fold of the 
drag load stack should also 
be started around this area. 

!

                        

Start Fold In This Area

Step 2: The drag load should be 
packed in normal fashion with 2 
short folds, and 1 long fold. The 
short folds just need to be started 
at the swivel point. The long folds 
create 2 loops that can be used to 
deploy the load.  

2 Drag Loops



Step 3: Before packing the shoulder load check the nozzle & make sure 
the pattern is on straight stream. 

Step 4: Start by allowing the bottom loop 
of the drag load to remain outside the 
hose compartment. The wrapped nozzle 
section should sit on top of the drag loop. 
The nozzle should sit back slightly from 
the edge of the compartment. 

                        

First loop of drag load



When the hose is brought over the nozzle to wrap it, leave the loop big 
enough to get a gloved hand through. 

                        

Top loop of drag load Bottom loop of drag load

Nozzle section of 
shoulder load

The next 2 folds of the shoulder load are placed behind 
the bale. The remaining folds are completed as usual



Step 5: Connect the drag & shoulder loads using both couplings at the top 
of the compartment. 

                        

Notice the bottom loop of the 
drag load is still outside the 
hose compartment. 

The folds are finished in regular fashion, 
some companies prefer to place a small 
loop on top of the nozzle.



Step 6: With the hose coupled, flip the top loop of the drag load outside the 
compartment. 

Close the hose compartment 
lid, then fold in the drag loops. 
Secure the cover outside the 
compartment.  

                        

2 drag loops, remember the 
drag load is for dragging...



The cover is then secured, and lies 
flat against the compartment. 

By leaving a gap between the hose 
and nozzle tip, you can easily place 
your gloved hand on the shoulder 
load to give you an extra place to pull 
the hose out of the compartment. 

                        


